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Abstract
A hybrid docking simulator is a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulator that includes a hardware element within a numerical sim-
ulation loop. One of the goals of performing a HIL simulation at the European Proximity Operation Simulator (EPOS) is the
verification and validation of the docking phase in an on-orbit servicing mission. A key feature of the HIL docking simulator
set-up is a feedback loop that is closed on the real force sensed at the docking interface during the contact with the probe. This
force signal is used as input to the numerical simulation of the free-floating bodies in contact. The resulting relative 3D trajectory
serves as a position command for the two robots end-effectors holding the probe and the docking interface. The high stiffness of
the robots causes the contact duration to be shorter than the time delay in the robots’ dynamics. This can lead to inconsistencies in
the simulation results, to instability of the closed-loop system, and eventually to damages in the HIL system. This work presents a
novel mitigation strategy to the given challenge, accompanied with stability analysis and validating experiments. The high-stiffness
compliance issue is addressed by combining virtual and real compliances in the software and hardware, respectively. The method is
presented here for six degrees of freedom. A linear stability analysis is provided for a 2D case. Experimental results are presented
for a translational linear motion and for a 3D motion. This hybrid contact dynamics model and the accompanying analysis is
envisioned to provide a safe and flexible docking simulator tool. This tool shall allow reproduction of the desired impact dynamics
for any stiffness and damping characteristics within a desired stability, and thus safe, domain of operation.
Keywords: Docking simulator, Hardware-in-the-loop, Contact dynamics, Time-delay system
1. Introduction
Rendezvous and docking (RvD) is a key operational technology involving more than one spacecraft required
for different missions such as exchange of crew in orbital stations, repair of spacecraft in orbit, and space debris
removal [1]. Spacecraft RvD enables novel space capabilities like on-orbit servicing of satellites. Many research
projects were conducted on on-orbit servicing technologies [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Yet a few organizations worldwide accom-
plished such missions [4]. The German Orbital Servicing Mission (DEOS) is an example of an ongoing mission by the
German Aerospace Center (DLR) to capture a non-cooperative tumbling satellite for manipulation and/or deorbiting
purposes [7]. Another project is the Orbit Life Extension Vehicle (OLEV) designed for service and life extension of
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geostationary communication satellites suffering from propellant depletion [8]. Critical steps in a satellite on-orbit ser-
vice mission are the rendezvous, the docking, and the capture of the target satellite. Autonomously performing these
tasks increases the technical challenge and thus the risk. Technologies of servicing spacecraft must be thoroughly
tested before launch in simulated micro-gravity environments.
RvD Simulation Technologies
Several technologies are available for testing and validation in a simulated micro-gravity environment. Air-bearing
tables [9, 10] are limited to planar motions. Spherical air-bearing simulators are limited to small angular displacements
and experience approximate equilibrium set-ups. Free-fall methods [10, 11] enable micro-gravity in a three dimen-
sional environment, but for 20-30s only and in a typically very limited cargo space. Neutral Buoyancy methods [10]
have been extensively used for astronauts training, but are not suitable for hardware testing - in particular because
of the water-induced drag that alters the dynamics characteristics of the tested system. Suspended systems meth-
ods [1, 12] are effectively used to simulate micro-gravity in three dimensions, but exhibit difficulty in compensating
for the kinetic friction within the tension control system. On the other hand, robotics-based hardware-in-the-loop sim-
ulators implement effective active gravity compensation, can accommodate complex systems for the RvD simulation,
and enable full translation and rotational motions.
There are several examples of hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulators for space systems RvD simulation. The
DLR developed the European Proximity Operation Simulator (EPOS) a decade ago [13]. The EPOS facility hosted
test campaigns for rendezvous sensors of the autonomous spacecraft ATV and HTV. The NASA/MSFC developed
a HIL docking simulator using a 3D Stewart platform for simulating the Space Shuttle berthing to the International
Space Station (ISS) [3, 14]. The Canadian Space Agency built an SPDM (Special Purpose Dexterous Manipulator)
Task Verification Facility (STVF) using a giant 3D hydraulic robot to simulate the manipulator performance of ISS
maintenance tasks [15, 16]. The US Naval Research Laboratory used two 3D robotic arms to simulate satellite
rendezvous for HIL testing rendezvous sensors [17].
The DLR has been upgrading the EPOS facility as shown in Fig. 1. The unique features of this new facility [18],
in comparison with the previously described simulators, are the two heavy-duty industrial robots. These robots can
handle payloads up to 250 kg. In addition, the facility allows relative motion between the robots with a range up to
25m. The new EPOS facility is aimed at providing test and verification capabilities for complete RvD procedures of
on-orbit servicing missions.
Challenges of Robotics-based Docking Simulator
Using industrial robots as the key robotic components of such an important HIL simulation facility is a highly
challenging approach because these robots are designed as accurate positioning machines. As such, they are typically
very stiff and do not naturally comply with the particular contact dynamics that satellite boundaries experience during
contact. In addition, initially designed for typical industrial applications, like automotive assembly, their speed of
response may be too slow. For example, due to communication channels delays, the EPOS robots control system
shows an average delay of 16ms between the positioning command signal and the actual position signal, and an
average delay of 16ms between the actual position signal and the measured position signal. Thus, a closed-loop
controller using positioning command and measurement of the robots experience an average delay of 32ms. This
value is relatively high compared to the smaller characteristic times of contact dynamics for high stiffness contact
case such as the stiffness of the given robots end-effectors. Industrial robots have been used for rendezvous simulation
purpose but rarely for docking simulation. Existing technologies provide incomplete and unreliable solutions to the
challenges of good compliance and quick response. In order to simulate docking (contact dynamics) in a HIL loop,
the robots must have a good control of its compliance and should quickly respond the docking action. An ideal control
approach would be to apply an impedance control strategy such as the one described in [19]. However, impedance
control typically requires torque control capabilities at joint level. This is not possible for the industrial robots which
controllers are designed for end-effector position control. Furthermore, their low-level control software is inaccessible.
Similarly, many other advanced and proven robot control strategies, such as the computed torque control [20] cannot
be implemented on industrial robots. The only option is to use admittance control as an outer loop on top of the
built-in inner-loop position control system of the industrial robot using the measured contact force as its feedback
input [21]. Yet, because of the before-mentioned high stiffness of the robots, the contact duration is shorter than the
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Target satellite simulator
Chaser satellite simulator
Control room
Figure 1. The EPOS facility: two robots (in orange) holding a satellite mock-up and docking interfaces, the target simulator robot mounted on a
linear rail
time delay of the robot controllers, leading to inconsistencies in the HIL docking simulation results. Instability might
occur yielding damages to the robots. Some researchers have already proposed the use of passive compliance [22], for
impact or contact control to soften the stiffness of the contacting objects. Soft force sensors themselves were used as
compliance devices in [23, 24]. In all these cases, the contact frequency was decreased, allowing adding an additional
active control component, with the aim of improving the transient behavior of the system during transition from the
non-contact to the contact phases. Adding a passive compliance device solves the problem of high stiffness. This
requires however physically changing the device for different test scenarios. In addition, significant work is added in
order to identify the contact parameters and to perform gravity compensation each time a new compliance device is
installed.
Solution Strategies
This paper presents an approach to mitigate the combined effect of the robots high stiffness and controller time
delay. Furthermore, it analyzes under some assumptions the stability of the delayed HIL closed-loop system. The en-
visioned outcome is to provide to the robotic facility operator an operations “envelope” where the facility can be used
safely. It is proposed to add passive compliance between the robot end-effector and the docking interface, combined
with a virtual contact model. Following this novel approach, referred to as the “hybrid contact dynamics emulation”
method, the virtual contact model parameters can be tuned to arrive at desired contact force characteristics. The effect
of the passive compliance is to lengthen the duration of the impact, thus avoiding the undesired consequences of the
aforementioned time delay, but at the loss of some accuracy in position. A new passive compliance device integrated
with the probe is designed. This device is designed to have very small gravitational force readings on the force/torque
(F/T) sensor.
This work continues earlier efforts [25, 26, 27, 28] and presents models, a stability analysis, and test results for
an extension of the proof-of-concept of the hybrid docking simulator to more than 1D. The main contributions are:
1) the 3D nonlinear and 2D linearized design models, 2) the stability analysis for the 2D case, 3) the extension of the
3
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hybrid docking simulator concept for 2D and 3D, and 4) the experimental results for 1D and 3D docking cases. The
nonlinear models are developed assuming a stationary target satellite and a contact with sliding without friction. The
first assumption can be easily relaxed, and does not impair the generality of the findings, while the second assumption
is very common.
Section 2 presents the hybrid docking simulation concept of operations. Section 3 presents the mathematical
modeling of the concept including the nonlinear and linearized state-space models. Section 4 is concerned with the
stability analysis. The analysis of the compliance device is pesented in section 5. Section 6 presents the test results in
1D and 3D. Finally, section 7 presents a summary, conclusions, and future work.
2. Hybrid Docking Simulator Concept of Operations
O
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Chaser robot
Target robot
Satellite Dynamic 
Simulator
Hybrid Contact Model
Net force/torque
S/c relative position and velocity
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Figure 2. Concept of operations of the hybrid docking simulator
Figure 2 shows the schematics of the hybrid docking simulation concept. The concept consists of three elementary
subsystems. The first subsystem is a real-time computer simulator used to compute the dynamic response of the chaser
and the target satellites, based on free-floating multi-body dynamics. This software element can implement any space
environment effect at will. Yet, the combination of short contact time and high force/torque amplitudes typically
renders the contact force/torque very dominant compared to other effects. The second subsystem consists of two
real-time controlled industrial robots which are commanded in position and track, after a significant settling time,
the 3D trajectories generated by the computer simulator. The third subsystem is a hardware mock-up of the docking
mechanism mounted on the robots end-effector, which will make physical contact during docking and capturing.
A force/torque (F/T) sensor is mounted together with the docking interface in order to measure the real contact
force/torque. The sensors readings are provided via a feedback loop as inputs to the computer simulator. They are the
physical F/T feedback. The computer simulator generates a virtual F/T, according to a conventional contact dynamics
model. The combination of the software F/T signal and the hardware F/T signal as inputs to the computer simulator
explains in essence the concept of hybrid docking simulation. This method is called the hybrid contact dynamics
emulation method as reported in [25, 27]. It consists of combining a real(hardware) passive compliance between the
robot end-effector and the docking interface with a virtual (software) contact dynamics model in the satellite numerical
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simulator. The advantage of this method is that the real passive compliance can remain unchanged while the virtual
contact model can be tuned to arrive at the desired stiffness characteristics. The effect of the passive compliance is to
lengthen the duration of the impact, thus avoiding the undesired consequences of the aforementioned time delay, but
at the cost of a loss of some accuracy in position.
3. Mathematical Modeling
3.1. Physical Model
The end-effector of the chaser robot, servicer satellite simulator, is equipped with a tool frame onto which a force-
torque (F/T) sensor is rigidly attached. A compliance device is attached to the tool frame, in series with the F/T sensor,
and consists of a rigid shaft and a set of several springs that soften the contact dynamics between the two robots. A
detailed treatment of this device is deferred to a subsequent section. The contact force is applied at the probe tip to both
the chaser and target robots. The end-effector of the target robot holds a tool flange or fixtures where a conic shape
device (the nozzle) is rigidly attached. Contact happens when the probe tip hits the interior of the nozzle. As a result
O
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B
P
nˆ
P
Nx
Gy
Gz
Nz
z
Gx
x
Ny
Target satellite
Chaser satellite
Y
f
Figure 3. Block-diagram of two satellites in contact.
of the applied force, the robots’ controllers move the probe and the nozzle in three dimensions, both in translation
and rotation. The robotic system is assumed to perfectly follow the desired steady-state after a time-invariant delay.
The contact is assumed to be pointwise (point P in Fig. 3), without constraint in rotation and without friction parallel
to the local tangential plane at P. Similar assumption has been made by other researchers in order to simplify the
modeling task [29, 30]. The force direction due to contact is thus assumed to be normal to that plane [31], and the
local motion of the probe tip is assumed to take place along the local normal. The magnitude of the contact force is
assumed to be a linear function of the penetration depth and penetration rate of the contacting point to the contacting
surface [31]. The contact duration is very small, and the mass and inertia of the target are assumed to be significantly
higher than those of the chaser (typical of a scenario of a LEO spacecraft chasing a GEO satellite): as a consequence
the target is considered inertially fixed during contact. The contact force is assumed to be dominant and is the only
force considered. For simplicity, the contact point, the probe axis, and the chaser center of mass are assumed aligned.
3.2. Nonlinear Mathematical Model
Three-Dimensional Generalized State-Space Model. The relevant Cartesian frames are described as follows. The
Global frame G is an inertial frame, attached to the laboratory room, with center G, and its three axes as shown in
Fig. 3. The Nozzle frame N is inertial, with center G, the z-axis coincides with the normal vector at the contact point,
and the other two axes lie in an arbitrary orientation in the local tangent plane. The chaser Body frame B is a rigid
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body frame centered at the chaser center of mass, B. For simplicity, but without loss of generality, the center G is
chosen at the origin of the nozzle (point N in Fig. 3). In the sequel the following notation is adopted: uG denotes the
3 × 1 projection of a physical vector u onto frame G, DGB denotes the rotation matrix from G to B, ωBG denotes the
angular velocity vector of B with respect to G, and r˙G denotes the time-differentiation of the vector r with respect to
frame G. Applying the physical assumptions described in the previous subsection, it is straightforward to derive the
generalized mathematical model, which is summarized as follows:
mr¨G = fG (1)
J ω˙BG = τG (2)
where r denotes the vector GB, f denotes the force applied to the chaser at P, τ denotes the torque applied to the
chaser about its center of mass B due to f, m and J denote the mass and inertia tensor of the chaser, and
τ = a × f (3)
f = f n̂ (4)
f = −kd − b ˙d (5)
d = ρT n̂ (6)
ρ(t) = [ r + a](t − h) (7)
where a denotes the body-fixed vector BP, n̂ denotes the unit-norm normal vector (outward) at the local tangent plane,
f is the algebraic intensity of the force (positive outward) adopting a one-dimensional spring-dashpot model [31], the
time-invariant stiffness and damping coefficients, k and b, are given positive scalars, d and ˙d denote the penetration
depth and depth rate, respectively, and ρ denotes the inertial position vector of the contact point, GP. Notice that the
current value of ρ(t) at time t is a delayed function due to the robotics system delay, h.
State-Space Representation in Frames G and B. As is classically done for the sake of simplicity, Eq. (1) is projected
in an inertial frame while Eq. (2) is projected in the body-fixed frame, where J is time-invariant. Projection of the
contact force in G yields
f = f n̂ (8)
where n̂ is known and time-invariant in G. From Eq. (6), the penetration depth d is expressed using vector projections
in G and B as follows:
d(t) = ρT n̂
= ( rG + aG )T |(t−h) n̂
= ( rG |(t−h) + DBG(t − h)aB)T n̂
= rT
G
|(t−h) n̂ + aTB DGB (t − h) n̂ (9)
where aB is known and time-invariant. The time derivative for d is therefore derived as follows:
˙d(t) = r˙T
G
|(t−h) n̂ + aTB ˙D
G
B |(t−h) n̂
= r˙T
G
|(t−h) n̂ + aTB
{
[−ωB×]DGB
}
(t−h)
n̂. (10)
The second line in Eq. (10) stems from the rigid body kinematics equation in terms of the rotation matrix, i.e.:
˙DGB = [−ωB×]DGB . (11)
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Hence, the variables d and ˙d are expressed as functions of the variables rG , r˙G , and DGB . The dynamics equation (2)
projected in B yields:
J ω˙B = (JωB ) × ωB + aB × fB
= (JωB ) × ωB + aB × DGB ( f n̂). (12)
To conclude, the following state-space equations describe the motion of the chaser in rotation and translation due to
the contact force, in terms of the state variables { rG , vG ,D, ω}:
r˙G = vG (13)
v˙G =
f
m
n̂ (14)
˙D = [−ω×]D (15)
ω˙ = J−1
{[−ω×]J ω + τB} (16)
where
τB(t) = f (t)[a×]D|(t−h) n̂ (17)
f (t) = −kd(t) − b ˙d(t) (18)
d(t) = rT
G
|(t−h) n̂ + aT D|(t−h) n̂ (19)
˙d(t) = vT
G
|(t−h) n̂ + aT {[−ω×]D}(t−h) n̂. (20)
In Eqs. (13)-(20),subscripts and superscripts were dropped for notational simplicity.
State-Space Representation in Frames N and B. This subsection is concerned with the derivation of a simpler expres-
sion for the state-space model equations. It appears from the physical modeling assumptions that the vector n̂ defines
a privileged direction along which the contact force is developing and the probe tip is moving. This is emphasized
by realizing that the force, as defined in Eqs. (18)-(20), is the orthogonal projection along n̂ of the physical vector
(−kρ − bρ˙G), as shown next:
f = f n̂
= n̂n̂T
[
−k( rG + DT aB) − b(vG + DT [ω×]aB)
]
= n̂n̂T (−kρ
G
− bρ˙
G
). (21)
Furthermore, since n̂ coincides with the z-axis in the frame N the quantity Dn̂ represents the third column of DNB , dc3 .
Since Dn̂ rather than the whole matrix D is needed in the state-space equations, a reduced order model is obtained by
projecting the generalized model on the inertial frame N rather than on G. Notice that, since N is an inertial frame,
the angular velocity vectors ωBN and ωBG are identical. Let { r, v, d
c3 , ω} denote the state variables, i.e., the inertial
position of B along N, the inertial velocity of B along N, the third column of the rotation matrix DNB , and the angular
velocity vector of B with respect to N along B. The associated state-space equations are expressed as follows:
r˙ = v (22)
v˙ =
f
m
n̂ (23)
˙d
c3 = [−ω×]dc3 (24)
ω˙ = J−1
{[−ω×]J ω + τB} (25)
7
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where
τB (t) = f (t)[a×]dc3 |(t−h) (26)
f (t) = −kd(t) − b ˙d(t) (27)
d(t) = rT |(t−h) n̂ + aT dc3 |(t−h) (28)
˙d(t) = vT |(t−h) n̂ + aT
{[−ω×]d
c3
}
(t−h) . (29)
The order of the model is thus reduced from 18 to 12 states.
Two-Dimensional State-Space Model. This subsection is concerned with the development of a particular case of the
previous state-space model which is used for stability analysis of the docking simulator concept in 2D. The motion of
the chaser center of mass B is restricted to the (yz)-plane (see Fig. 4), the rotation around B is restricted to the x-axis,
i.e.
B
By
P
G
Bz  
 
!
Cone wall in 
2D
N
Ny
Nz
Nz
Ny
Gz
Gy
Figure 4. Free-body diagram of two bodies in contact in 2D.
ω = {ω, 0, 0} (30)
where
ω = ˙θ (31)
and θ denote the angle of the rotation around the x-axis bringing frame N onto frame B, i.e.
d
c3 = {0, sin θ, cos θ}. (32)
By definition, the unit vector n̂ in N and the body-fixed vector a in B are simply expressed as follows:
n̂ = {0, 0, 1} (33)
a = {0, 0, a}. (34)
8
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Let r = {x, y, z} and v = {vx, vy, vz} denote the inertial position and the inertial velocity of B along N respectively.
Applying the above assumptions and using Eqs. (30)-(34) in Eqs. (22)-(29) yields a state-space model for the variables
{y, z, vy, vz, θ, ω}, as follows. Using Eq. (33) in Eqs. (22),(23) yields:
y˙ = vy (35)
v˙y = 0. (36)
The expression for d(t), the penetration depth, as given in Eq. (28), becomes
d(t) = rT |(t−h) n̂ + aT dc3 |(t−h)
= (z + a cos θ)(t−h) . (37)
The expression for ˙d(t), the penetration depth rate, as given in Eq. (29), becomes
d(t) = vT |(t−h) n̂ + aT
{[−ω×]d
c3
}
(t−h)
= (vz − aω sin θ)(t−h) . (38)
The torque τB (t), as given in Eq. (26), is expressed by the following scalar quantity:
τB (t) = −a f (t) sin θ(t − h). (39)
Notice that from physical considerations the angle θ is always acute and that sin θ is thus always positive. Therefore,
according to the adopted convention, a positive force f (t) (directed upward along n̂) creates a negative torque (about
the anti x-axis).
Summary: The two-dimensional state-space model for {y, vy, z, vz, θ, ω} is summarized as follows:
y˙ = vy (40)
v˙y = 0 (41)
z˙ = vz (42)
v˙z =
f (t)
m
(43)
˙θ = ω (44)
ω˙ =
τ(t)
Jx
(45)
where
τ(t) = −a f (t) sin θ(t−h) (46)
f (t) = −kd(t) − b ˙d(t) (47)
d(t) = (z + a cos θ)(t−h) (48)
˙d(t) = (vz − aω sin θ)(t−h) (49)
and a, k, d, m, Jx are constant and subscripts were dropped for notational simplicity. Notice that the dynamics of
the states {y, vy} are decoupled from the other states dynamics: these states represent the unstable and uncontrollable
motion parallel to the nozzle wall. The reduced representation that includes the four states {z, vz, θ, ω} is relevant for
the investigation of the delay h on the system stability. The proposed decoupled and reduced representation greatly
simplifies the stability analysis of this nonlinear delay system, as shown next.
9
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3.3. Linearized Two-Dimensional State-Space Model
Original Two-Dimensional Model. This subsection is concerned with the development of a linearized dynamical
model for small perturbations, {δz, δvz, δθ, δω}, about nominal values of the nonlinear delay system (40)-(49). In the
proposed linear framework, it will be shown that the dynamics of the penetration depth d(t) and rate d(t) is enough for
the system analysis . This allows for the definition of a different state representation, with d and ˙d as state variables.
The resulting intuitive state-space model has a block-triangular dynamics matrix, which enables a simple stability
analysis of the linear delay system using results from the 1D analysis presented in [27]. The relevant states are the
position and velocity normal to the nozzle wall, z and vz, and the angle and angular rate of B with respect to N, that is θ
and ω. The geometry is provided in Fig. 4. Under nominal conditions, it is assumed that the chaser probe approaches
the target nozzle with an orientation parallel to the nozzle axis of symmetry, with small translational and rotational
velocities, and that the penetration depth and depth rate stay small during contact. It stems from the above assumptions
that the nominal values for {z, vz, θ, ω} are given as follows:
z∗ = −a sinα (50)
v∗z = 0 (51)
θ∗ =
π
2
− α (52)
ω∗ = 0. (53)
Using Eqs. (50)-(53) in Eqs. (49)-(46) it is straightforward to show that the nominal values for the penetration depth
and depth rate are zero, and thus that the nominal force and torque are zero, too, i.e.
d∗ = 0 (54)
˙d∗ = 0 (55)
f ∗ = 0 (56)
τ∗ = 0. (57)
Let x = {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 } denote the four state variables {z, vz, θ, ω}, and let x∗ denote the set of nominal values {z∗, v∗z , θ∗, ω∗}
as given in Eqs. (50)-(53). Let φi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 denote the four nonlinear functions of x, as given in the right-hand
sides of Eqs. (42)-(45), i.e.
φ1( x) = x2 (58)
φ2( x) = f (t)
m
(59)
φ3( x) = x4 (60)
φ4( x) = τ(t)Jx (61)
where
τ(t) = −a f (t)(sin x3)(t−h) (62)
f (t) = −kd(t) − b ˙d(t) (63)
d(t) = (x1 + a cos x3)(t−h) (64)
˙d(t) = (x2 − ax4 sin x3)(t−h) . (65)
The dependence upon the time delay h is essential for the upcoming stability analysis. It will be dropped however
for notational simplicity since it formally does not impact the derivation of the partial derivatives of the functions φi.
10
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Given Eqs. (58), (60), the partial derivatives of φ2( x) and φ4( x) with respect to x are written as follows:
∂φ1
∂ xT
=
[
0 1 0 0
]
(66)
∂φ3
∂ xT
=
[
0 0 0 1
]
. (67)
Using Eqs. (64),(65) in Eq. (63), the partial derivatives of the force f (t) with respect to xi are expressed as follows:
∂ f
∂xi
=

−k i = 1
−b i = 2
ka sin x3 + bax4 cos x3 i = 3
ba sin x3 i = 4.
(68)
Using Eq. (68) in the expression for φ2( x) as given in Eq. (59) yields the partial derivative of φ2( x) with respect to
the state vector:
∂φ2
∂ xT
=
1
m
[
−k −b ka sin x3 + bax4 cos x3 ba sin x3
]
( x= x∗)
=
1
m
[
−k −b kacα bacα
]
(69)
where the second line was obtained by inserting the nominal state x∗, as given in Eqs. (50)-(53), and cα denotes cosα.
Using Eqs. (62),(68), the partial derivatives of the torque τ(t) with respect to xi are expressed as follows:
∂τ
∂xi
= (−a)

−k sin x3 i = 1
−b sin x3 i = 2
(cos x3) f + (ka sin x3 + bax4 cos x3) sin x3 i = 3
ba sin2 x3 i = 4.
(70)
Using Eq. (70) in the expression for φ4( x) as given in Eq. (61) yields the partial derivative of φ4( x) with respect to
the state vector:
∂φ4
∂ xT
=
a
Jx
[
k sin x3 b sin x3 −(cos x3) f − (ka sin x3 + bax4 cos x3) sin x3 −ba sin2 x3
]
( x= x∗)
=
a
Jx
[
kcα bcα −kac2α −bac2α
]
. (71)
where the second line was obtained by inserting the nominal state x∗, as given in Eqs. (50)-(53), and c2α denotes cos2 α.
To summarize, the gradient matrix of the functions φi( x) i = 1, 2, 3, 4 with respect to x, evaluated at x∗, is expressed
as follows:
F∗x =

0 1 0 0
− k
m
− b
m
kacα
m
bacα
m
0 0 0 1
kacα
Jx
bacα
Jx −
ka2c2α
Jx −
ba2c2α
Jx
 (72)
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Taking into account the delay h, the dynamics for the perturbations δxi i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are governed by the following
linear time-invariant differential-delay equations:
δx˙1(t) = δx2(t) (73)
˙δx2(t) =
[
− k
m
δx1 − b
m
δx2 +
kacα
m
δx3 +
bacα
m
δx4
]
(t−h)
(74)
˙δx3(t) = δx4(t) (75)
˙δx4(t) =
[
kacα
Jx
δx1 +
bacα
m
δx2 −
ka2c2α
Jx
δx3 −
ba2c2α
Jx
δx4
]
(t−h)
(76)
with initial conditions δxi(0) i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Notice that the above equations are approximations to first-order in δxi.
Also notice that in the absence of delay, Eqs. (73)-(76), reduced to the classical state vector equation:
˙δx = F∗x δx (77)
where δx denotes the vector of the small perturbations about x∗. Based on the linear time-invariant state-space model
for the delay system, Eqs. (73)-(76), standard tools may be applied from the realm of multivariable linear delay
systems theory in order to analyze the stability as a function of the system’s characteristics: the delay h, the mass m,
the inertia J, the length a, the angle α, the stiffness and damping coefficients, k and b.
Dynamics of the penetration rate d(t). As understood from the physical assumptions of the contact model, the di-
rection normal to the nozzle wall has a particular role since a point contact force model is computed along this
direction [31]. In the following the differential equation governing the penetration depth in the normal direction,
i.e. d(t), is developed. It will be shown that the equation is an autonomous second-order differential equation with
characteristics k, b, and a reduced mass ma. By definition, the depth d is expressed as follows:
d = x1 + a cos x3 (78)
where the delay dependence was dropped for simplicity. Let δd denote the perturbation about d∗, i.e.
δd = d − d∗. (79)
A direct differentiation of Eq. (78) yields
δd = δx1 − asαδx3 (80)
Using Eqs. (77), (72), the expression for ˙δd is developed as follows:
δ ˙d = ˙δx1 − acα ˙δx3
= δx2 − acα δx4. (81)
Taking the time-differential on both sides of Eq. (81) yields the following expression for ¨δd:
δ ¨d = ˙δx2 − acα ˙δx4
= −k
(
1
m
+
a2c2α
Jx
)
(δx1 − acαδx3)︸            ︷︷            ︸
δd
−b
(
1
m
+
a2c2α
Jx
)
(δx2 − acαδx4)︸            ︷︷            ︸
˙δd
=
(
1
m
+
a2c2α
Jx
)
(−k δd − b ˙δd)
=
1
ma
(−k δd − b ˙δd) (82)
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where Eqs. (80), (81) were used in the third line, and the reduced mass ma is defined from the last line. Recalling
that the nominal penetration depth d∗ is zero (Eq. 54), the perturbation δd and the depth variable d(t) are identical. To
conclude, the dynamics of d(t − h) is governed by the following second-order differential-delay equation:
ma ¨dt + b ˙d(t − h) + kd(t − h) = 0 (83)
with initial conditions d(0), ˙d(0), where
ma =
m
1 + m(acα)2Jx
. (84)
It appears from Eq. (83) that the dynamics of d(t − h) is governed by a homogeneous equation that is decoupled from
the dynamics of the other state variables. It is function of the stiffness and damping coefficients, k and b, and of the
mass ma, which includes mass m, the inertia about the x-axis Jx, and the arm length acα. It is instructive to consider
specific cases for ma.
I. If the contact is frontal and the probe is aligned with the direction normal to the wall, then the nominal angle
θ∗ is zero, that is, cosα = 0, and ma = m. There is no rotation, and the system degenerates to a single-dimensional
system acting in translation only, with states z, vz.
II. The opposite limiting case corresponds to an approach where the probe is parallel to the nozzle wall. The angle
θ∗ is thus 90 deg, thus cosα = 1 and ma = m1+ma2/Jx . This is the minimal value that the mass ma can reach.
III. When the inertia J is very high with respect to the Steiner term m(acα)2 then ma ≃ m. Here, the dynamics in
d will almost exclusively result from the translation of the chaser center B, and (almost) no rotation will take place.
IV. When the inertia J is negligible compared to the Steiner term then ma ≃ Jx/(acα)2, and the dynamics of d will
mainly result from the rotation of the probe tip about the center B. The main conclusion from the above results, as
given in Eqs. (83), (84), is that the two-dimensional case study involves a single-dimensional dynamical delay system
with d and ˙d as states. Hence, the same tools can be applied as in the single-dimensional study presented in [27].
Transformed Two-Dimensional Model. Based on the previous results, this subsection presents a transformed state
representation for the four-states model and develops the dynamics equation of the transformed system. The resulting
dynamics matrix simplifies the stability analysis of this multivariable linear delay system. Let δyi i = 1, 2, 3, 4 denote
the following four state variables as linear combinations of δxi i = 1, 2, 3, 4, as follows:
δy1 = δx1 (85)
δy2 = δx2 (86)
δy3 = δx1 − acαδx3 (87)
δy4 = δx2 − acαδx4. (88)
Notice that the first two variables are identical to the previous states variables and that the last two are, by definition,
the penetration depth δd and depth rate ˙δd. In vector-matrix form, Eqs. (85)-(88) are re-written as follows:
δy = Tδx (89)
where
T =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 −acα 0
0 1 0 −acα
 . (90)
Assuming, for the time-being, that there is no delay, it is a well known result from linear systems theory that the
dynamics matrix of the transformed system is expressed by the following similarity transformation:
Fy = T FxT−1 (91)
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where Fy denotes the dynamics matrix for the state vector δy. The derivation of Fy, which is straightforward and is
omitted here for the sake of brevity, yields the following expression:
Fy =

0 1 0 0
0 0 k
m
b
m
0 0 0 1
0 0 − k
ma
− b
ma
 (92)
The dynamics matrix Fy in Eq. (92) reveals the uncoupled dynamics of the states {δy3, δy4} ( i.e. {d, ˙d}). The dynamics
of {d, ˙d} should be stable during the contact process as nature does when two bodies are in contact. Thus, this dynamics
shall be used to analyze the stability of the contact process for two dimensional contact case. Recalling the impact of
the delay h, the delay system dynamics for the transformed states is expressed as follows:
˙δy1(t) = δy2(t) (93)
˙δy2(t) =
[
k
m
δy3 +
b
m
δy4
]
(t−h)
(94)
˙δy3(t) = δy4(t) (95)
˙δy4(t) =
[
− k
ma
δy3 −
b
ma
δy4
]
(t−h)
(96)
where ma is given in Eq. (84).
Concluding Remarks. The linearized time-invariant delay 4th-order system, with dynamics governed by Eqs. (89)-
(92), lends itself to stability analysis results for second-order systems, as developed in [27]. The state transformation
introduced in the linear analysis is intuitive and exploits the assumption of single-dimensional motion of the probe tip
during contact. The mode related to the motion parallel to the wall is not relevant to the stability analysis since the
contact force model is computed perpendicular to the contacting surface [31]. In addition, when friction is considered
in the parallel direction motion, it has a stabilizing effect as it dissipates energy.
4. Stability Analysis
This section is concerned with a linear stability analysis of the linear time-invariant dynamical delay system
described in Eqs. (93)-(96). The characteristic polynomial is easily derived as the product of two second-order poly-
nomials. This decomposition enables the straightforward application of the pole location method for stability analysis.
Exact expressions for the critical values of the delay and for the associated crossing frequencies are developed as func-
tions of the mass, the inertia, the angle α, the stiffness and damping coefficients. A numerical example is provided for
illustration using realistic values.
4.1. Characteristic Polynomial of 4th-order
Consider the set of four first-order linear differential-delay equations for the states δyi with i = 1, 2, 3, 4, as given
in Eqs. (93)-(96). Rewriting these equations as two second-order equations in δy1 and δy3, and bringing all terms to
the left-hand side, yields:
m δy¨1(t) + [2b δy˙1 + 2k δy1](t−h) − [b δy˙3 + k δy3](t−h) = 0 (97)
ma δy¨3(t) + [b δy˙3 + k δy3](t−h) = 0. (98)
Applying the Laplace transform on both sides of Eqs. (97), (98), and denoting by δY1(s) and δY3(s) the Laplace
transforms of δy1(t) and δy3(t), respectively, yields:[
ms2 −(bs + k)
0 ma s2 + e−sh(bs + k)
] (
δY1(s)
δY3(s)
)
=
(
0
0
)
. (99)
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By inspection of Eq. (99), it is straightforward to express the characteristic polynomial of the 4th-order system:
χh(s) =
[
ms2
] [
mas
2 + e−sh(bs + k)
]
(100)
where ma is given in Eq. (84). The roots of the first polynomial in χh(s) are related to the dynamics of the states δy1
and δy2, i.e. the displacements of the center B. The roots of the second polynomial are the poles of the mode related
to the penetration depth and rate, δy3, δy4.
4.2. Stability Analysis using the Pole Location Method
4.2.1. Application to a Standard Second-Order System
The following analysis is based on [27] and is presented here for the sake of completeness. Let the characteristic
equation of a standard second-order loop delay system be expressed as follows:
χh(s) = µs2 + e−sh(βs + κ) (101)
where µ, β, and κ, denote mass, damping, and stiffness coefficients, respectively. Following the pole location
method [32], the stability of Eq. (101) is analyzed by studying the behavior of the system roots as h increases from
zero. The condition for stability is that all the roots of χh(s) lie in the open left half-plane (OLHP) of the complex
plane. The pole location method provides an analytical mean to determine the value(s) of the delay h, as a function of
the system’s parameters µ, κ, and β, such that some roots of χ(s) lie on the imaginary axis. The first step consists in
examining the delay-free characteristic polynomial, i.e.
χ(s) = µs2 + βs + κ (102)
Necessary and sufficient conditions of stability are that all coefficients are positive. The delay-free loop system is thus
stable as long as there is some stiffness and damping in the feedback force. The second step consists in analyzing the
roots as h increases from zero. Some of the (infinite number of) roots will cross the imaginary axis for a critical value
of h. Let D(s) and N(s) be defined as follows:
D(s) = µs2 (103)
N(s) = βs + κ (104)
The general condition for χ(s) to have roots on ( jω) is expressed as follows:
χ( jω) = 0 ⇔
 |N( jω)D( jω) | = 1arg[ N( jω)D( jω) ] = −ωh ± 2πn (105)
where n = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Using Eqs. (103) and (104) in Eq. (105) yields
µ2ω4 − β2ω2 − κ2 = 0 (106)
ωh = arctan(ωβ
κ
) ± 2πn (107)
where n = 0, 1, 2, . . . Selecting the positive root for ω yields the following final expressions:
ω =
√√
β2
2µ2
+
√
β4
4µ4
+
κ2
µ2
(108)
hn =
1
ω
arctan(ωβ
κ
) ± 2π
ω
n (109)
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where n = 0, 1, 2, . . . Equations (108), (109) show that, as the delay increases, poles are crossing the imaginary axis
each time h reaches one of the values hn of the described set. The first value, denoted by hc, is computed at n = 0, thus
hc =
1
ωc
arctan(ωcβ
κ
) (110)
where the natural frequency at the jω-crossing, ωc, is expressed from Eq. (108). Notice that the value of ωc is
independent of the delay.1 The criteria that determines whether poles are crossing on their way out of the OLHP
(switch) or on their way into the OLHP (reversal) is the sign of the following quantity, σ(ω):
σ(ωc) △=
[
d
dω (| D( jω) |
2 − | N( jω) |2)
]
ω=ωc
=
√
β4
4µ4
+
κ2
µ2
(111)
where the second equality in Eq. (111) results from using Eqs. (103), (104), and (108). A switch occurs if σ(ωc) > 0,
a reversal occurs if σ(ωc) < 0, and no crossing occurs if σ(ωc) = 0. Obviously, in the present case, only switches
occur, i.e., poles successively leave the OLHP as h takes on the values hn. A particular case consists of the absence
of damping, i.e. β = 0. It is straightforward to check that the critical delay is simply 0, and the associated crossing
frequency is ωc =
√
κ
µ
, which are the expected values. Notice that for relative large values of the stiffness κ, the
frequency ωc is of order O(
√
κ) (see Eq. 108), which yields an order O( 1
κ
) for the critical delay hc (Eq. 19). This
illustrates the known phenomenon that higher values of a proportional feedback gain - here κ - are adverse to stability
in presence of delays. Further, since typical values of the stiffness κ yield low ratios ωcβ
κ
, and using the equivalence
arctan(x) ∼ x for small x, it appears from Eq. (110) that the critical delay hc is equivalent to βκ , independently from
the frequency ωc. In other words, if ωcβ << κ, one can use the following approximation formula in order to compute
the critical delay:
hc =
β
κ
(112)
As a conclusion, Eqs. (110) and (108) provide analytical expressions for the critical delay that will destabilize the
closed-loop system, and for the natural frequency at which this happens, as functions of the system’s parameters, µ,
κ, and β.
4.2.2. Numerical Example
As an example, Figure 5 depicts the stability regions for typical values of the delay h, the mass m, the stiffness
κ, and the damping coefficient β. The plot in Fig. 5a illustrates the existence of a minimum required damping which
ensures stability for a given value of the delay. It also shows that there exists an upper limit for the delay beyond which
damping cannot ensure stability. Figure 5b provides the values of the stiffness κ beyond which instability occurs for a
given delay. Figure 5c illustrates the existence of a region of µ in which the critical delay becomes independent of µ.
A numerical sensitivity investigation of the stability regions with respect the parameters µ, κ, and β was performed.
The results are summarized in Figure 6. Figures 6a and 6b depict the variations of Fig. 5a when κ and µ are modified,
respectively, while holding the second parameter constant. It appears that an increase in the stiffness κ reduces the
stability region (Fig. 6a), while an increase in the mass µ increases it (Fig. 6b). Henceforth, for a higher stiffness the
HIL simulator will require more damping to guarantee stability. Notice that for small delays and damping values,
the curve β vs h is approximately insensitive to the mass, as expected (see Eq. 112). Figures 6c-d illustrate the
sensitivity of the curve κ vs h of Fig. 5b when µ and β are varied, respectively. The sensitivity to changes in the mass
is negligible: this is clearly seen from Eq. 112 where κ decreases as β/h. On the other hand an increasing damping
coefficient increases the stability region. Figures 6e-f depict the sensitivity of Fig. 5c to changes in β and in κ. The
increase in β enlarges the domain of stability. It also shows that the maximum allowed delay becomes more mass-
dependent for higher damping values. Notice that for the value of 20 Ns/m, and given a stiffness of 1000 N/m, the plot
1This general result stems from the fact that a pure delay is a unitary operator that does not change the loop gain.
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Figure 5. Stability domains for a typical operational point m=60kg, k=1000 N/m, b=50 Ns/m.
depicts a critical delay of 20 ms, which validates the approximation of Eq. (110). The increase in κ has the inverse
effect with a similar factor.
4.3. Numerical Verification
The objective of this subsection is to illustrate how well the proposed linear stability analysis performs when
applied to the nonlinear system. For that purpose a numerical simulator of the nonlinear multibody dynamics of the
two robots in contact was developed in 2D. It includes the nonlinear rigid body dynamics of the satellites, the linear
contact dynamics model, and the robots pure delay models. The satellites’ reduced mass m is 60 kg, the probe length
a is 30 cm, and the target nozzle cone half-angle α is 30 deg. Including the chaser’s inertia, the mass ma is 15.6 kg.
The effective stiffness normal to the contact surface is 3000 N/m and the robots delay is 16 msec.
The numerical test consists in simulating contact for different values of the damping coefficient, β, and in compar-
ing the observed stability limit for the nonlinear loop delay system with the predicted stability limits as shown in Fig 7.
According to the linear analysis, the critical damping, βc, is 50 Ns/m (as computed via Eqs. (110)(111) and visualized
on Fig. 7a. On the other hand, instability of the nonlinear system is cued via the coefficient of restitution [29], denoted
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Figure 6. Stability domains variations for an operational point µ=60kg, κ=1000 N/m, β=50 Ns/m.
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Table 1. Comparison of the linear and the nonlinear stability indices in 2D bc=50 N/m.
β [Ns/m] 0 45 50 55 60 70
βc/β ∞ 1.11 1 0.91 0.83 0.71
ǫ 1.6 1.14 1.09 1.03 1 0.82
by ǫ, which is defined as follows:
ǫ =
v+
v−
(113)
where v− and v+ denote the penetration rate before and after the impact, respectively. The system is stable if ǫ < 1,
neutrally stable if ǫ = 1, and unstable otherwise [29]. The results are summarized in Table 1 and Fig. 7. Table 1
shows that the domains where the ratio βc/β and ǫ are smaller or greater than one are almost identical. Table 1 and 7a
indicate that the linear stability analysis is efficient in predicting the unstable behavior of the nonlinear system. There
is however some discrepancy the linear analysis predicts a critical damping of 50 Ns/m while the nonlinear simulation
produces a value of 60 Ns/m. Figure 7-a depicts the set of test points for the various values of β along the vertical
line corresponding to a 16 msec delay. Figure 7-b shows the time histories of the penetration rate during contact for
each value of the damping coefficient. The plot with no damping clearly shows a significant increase in the relative
velocity after impact which cues on an addition of energy by the robotics system due to the delay. For the case of β=0,
the magnitude of the velocity profile after contact is greater than the initial velocity which yields an ǫ=1.6 as show in
in Tab 1. The magnitude of the velocity profile is less than the initial velocity only when the virtual damping is more
than 60 Ns/m as see in Fig 7-b. The linear analysis indicates that it requires a virtual damping of 50 Ns/m to remove
all energy added to the system. However, the nonlinear simulator indicates that is is required 60 Ns/m to stabilize the
simulator.
4.4. Stability analysis using passivity
A “passivity observer” approach was introduced in [33] with the purpose of monitoring the passivity property
of a dynamical system from its input and output signals only. The passivity approach was applied and studied in
previous experimental works [34] since it easily lends itself to empirical procedures where input-output signals only
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Figure 7. Stability analysis validation. ma =15.6 kg, h = 16 msec, k = 3000 N/m
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are processed. As opposed to the pole location method, it is independent from particular model assumptions. It
also has the advantage to provide an insight on the passivity of the system during the contact, as opposed to the
coefficient of restitution approach where analysis uses data prior and after contact. To conclude, the energy-based
approach provides a simple method for real-time monitoring of the passivity of the system. The consequences on the
hybrid EPOS simulator operation are twofold: 1) it allows a real-time monitoring of its passivity property, which is
necessary for the test to be faithful to nature, 2) it enables an output data driven adaptation mechanism to regulate
the virtual damping in real-time according to specific requirements on the energy profile. A proper blending between
this approach and the model-based approach for online tuning of the virtual damping is a promising direction for
efficient and safe operation of the EPOS simulator. It consists in computing the following performance measure,
a.k.a. observed or added energy:
∆E = ∆t
N∑
i=1
[( fmxvmx − finxvrx) (114)
+( fmyvmy − finyvry)
+( fmzvmz − finzvrz)
+(τmxωmx − τinxωrx)
+(τmyωmy − τinyωry)
+(τmzωmz − τinzωrz)]
where fm, τm, fin, τin, vm, ωm, vr, ωr are the sampled signals of the measured force and torque, the force and torque
input to the hybrid simulator, the measured linear and angular velocity, and the command linear and angular velocity,
respectively, and ∆t is the sample time (4 ms) with N = 1, 2, . . . denotes the number of samples. The hybrid simulator
is passive if ∆E < 0, lossless if ∆E = 0, and active if ∆E > 0 at any particular time. Monitoring in real-time the value
of ∆E thus gives a cue on the stability of the simulator: it is unstable if it becomes active.
4.5. Concluding Remarks
The stability analysis validation provided in this section shows encouraging results. The 4th-order system which
describes the linearized dynamics of the 2D system was decomposed, via a physically intuitive transformation, in two
second-order delay systems. The stability of a standard second-order system, which was investigated using results
developed in an earlier study [27] for a single-dimensional system, is straightforwardly extended to the case of the
4th-order system. For this purpose, the formulas for the critical delay and frequency (Eqs. 108, 110) are applied by
substituting µ = ma, β = b, and κ = k (where ma is given in Eq. 84) for the mode of the penetration depth, and µ = m,
β = 2b, and κ = 2k for the other states dynamics. The critical delay for the 4th-order system is the smaller of the two
computed values. Notice that in the typical case where ωcβ << κ, and Eq. (112) is, thus, valid, the two values of the
critical delay are identical, and equal to bk .
Notice that the analysis of the 2D dynamics stability was enabled by the modeling of the penetration depth and
rate. The extension to a 3D linear stability analysis, although not undertaken in this work, seems to be feasible along
a similar approach.
Although the nonlinear simulation provided some validation of the closed-form design-model based linear stability
analysis, cautious should be taken in applying these formulas for operational purposes. Margins should be taken in
order to account for uncertainties and random effects in the loop delay system.
The pole location method is model-based and is thus sensitive to the uncertainty in the parameters knowledge. But
it provides a simple and elegant framework in order to predict the system’s behavior. On the other hand, an output-
driven method (based on the coefficient of restitution or on a passivity approach) relies on incoming observations. It
is thus robust to parameter uncertainty and it may be used for online adaptation. Indeed, the coefficient of restitution
can be used as a control criteria to keep the system passive, or to perform a successful docking without back bouncing
the Target satellite. Previous works [29] used it as a performance index in order to develop 1D control strategies for
docking to uncooperative target satellites. Future works will use the passivity approach to monitor the stability of the
hybrid simulator in 3D scenarios. But such approaches lack of a predictive feature. A blended methodology looks
promising in order to benefit from the “best of the both worlds”.
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Figure 8. Drawing of the compliance device
5. Compliance Device Effective Stiffness
The current section is concerned with the description of a compliance device, the presentation of the expression
for its effective (scalar) stiffness along the penetration direction, and its relationship with the scalar k introduced in the
mathematical model [see Eq. (5)]. This will eventually clarify how the resulting effective stiffness is implemented in
the operation concept of the proposed hybrid docking simulator. Figure 8 depicts a drawing of the passive compliance
device, which was designed, manufactured, and implemented for testing. It essentially consists of four springs and
a shaft, “the probe”, assembled in series with the force/torque (F/T) sensor, and rigidly attached to the chaser robot
fixtures tool. The springs are linear with stiffness coefficients ki, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and the probe is rigid. The probe and
the spring k4 are clamped to the F/T sensor at its center S . The shaft is supported by the other three springs at point
P. The attach point P is free to slide along the shaft without friction. In the load-free conditions, neglecting gravity,
the probe is perpendicular to the fixtures tool and the springs ki i = 1, 2, 3 lie in a plane normal to the probe in a star
configuration (see Fig. 8). They are attached to a rigid cylinder at points Ai i = 1, 2, 3, which is clamped to the fixtures
tool. These springs can freely rotate in a plane normal to the plane A1A2A3.
The generalized expression for the stiffness tensor of this device is presented next. Assume that a force F is applied
to the probe tip resulting in a differential displacement of the point P, δm, with respect to its load-free position. For
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, let δli denote the differential elongation of the spring ki, let l̂i denote the unit length vector along the
direction AiP, and let fi denote the force applied at P by the spring ki, then the expression for F is as follows:
F =
4∑
i=1
fi (115)
= −
 4∑
i=1
ki(̂lîlTi )
︸         ︷︷         ︸
K
δm. (116)
where K denotes the generalized stiffness tensor. It is assumed that the force and the motion of the point P are along the
direction normal to the nozzle wall, represented by the unit vector n̂. Therefore, the component of the displacement δm
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perpendicular to n̂ is discarded and the component of the force F along n̂, denoted as fϕ, is considered. Its expression
is provided next:
fϕ = −
 4∑
i=1
ki(̂lTi n̂)2
︸          ︷︷          ︸
kϕ
(̂nTδm)︸  ︷︷  ︸
d
n̂ (117)
where kϕ denotes the effective stiffness along n̂ and d denotes the penetration depth. To summarize, the contact force
is expressed as follows
fϕ = fϕn̂ (118)
fϕ = −kϕd (119)
where the effective stiffness kϕ is given as
kϕ =
4∑
i=1
ki(̂lTi n̂)2 (120)
At contact, the compliance device produces an effective stiffness kϕ such that the force is proportional to the penetra-
tion depth, d(t). It is equivalent to the expression d(t) as given in Eq. (6). Henceforth, the expression for the force, as
given in Eq. (119) corresponds to the force magnitude f (t) in the three-dimensional mathematical model, as given in
Eq. (18). The coefficient kϕ can be adjusted by tuning the springs’ coefficients ki and orientation vectors l̂i i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
The evaluation of kϕ requires expressing the inner products l̂T n̂, which are directly related to the orientation of the
sensor frame S with respect to the Nozzle frame N. The parameter kϕ is thus state-dependent. Equations (118)-(120)
provide a mathematical model for the force feedback as sensed by the F/T sensor.
5.1. Hybrid Contact Model
In addition to the measured force, fϕ, the hybrid simulator concept of operations superposes a virtual force, fv, at
the input of the numerical simulation. The total input force magnitude is, thus, expressed as follows:
f = fϕ + fv
= − (kϕ + kv)︸    ︷︷    ︸
k
d − bv︸︷︷︸
b
˙d (121)
where kv and bv are parameters that can be adjusted by the operator in order to provide the desired contact model
properties without the need to physically change the contact interface. The expression for f in Eq. (121) corresponds
to Eq. (18) of the mathematical model. This model is amenable to stability analysis along the approach presented by
replacing the time-varying kϕ with a time-invariant upper bound. This was the approach adopted in this work.
6. Experimental Results
6.1. 1D Test and Experimental Validation of the Stability Analysis
Figure 9 conceptually pictures the experiment setup for the 1D case within the EPOS facility. The hardware
module of the hybrid simulator consists of the chaser robot, its tracking controller, the target element, the force
sensor, and a compliance device. The force sensor is attached to a tool plate that is fixed at the chaser’s end-effector.
The docking interface, rigidly attached to the tool plate, is equipped with a stiff shaft (the probe) with a pin-like head.
The probe thus makes contact with the target element in a pin-pointed manner. The target element is a metal sheet at
rest with respect to the room’s referential. This was done for the sake of simplicity and does not limit the validity of
the tests, since they are conducted in 1D only. The software module of the hybrid simulator includes the numerical
simulation of the chaser and target satellites, an estimator of the current relative displacement of the target with respect
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to the chaser, the computation of a virtual contact force according to specified damping and stiffness coefficients, and
the calibration of the force sensor. The robotics tracking system has a millimeter accuracy and operates at a frequency
of 250 Hz. The force sensor output, after calibration, are corrupted with errors of order 0.25 N, and the force sampling
frequency is 1000 Hz. The tests were conducted with various values of the simulated reduced mass m and of the
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Figure 9. 1D test setup on the DLR EPOS hybrid simulator
virtual damping bv. An account of the results for a mass of 63 kg is provided here. Additional results are proposed
in [27]. The value for the delay used in the analytical formulas is 16 msec. Experimental values of the stiffness, k̂,
were identified during each test. In each test, the chaser robot is moving towards the target at a constant speed of
20 mm/sec, makes contact, and bounces back. Several tests were performed where the damping coefficient, bv, was
gradually increased in the software.
The results are summarized in Table 2 and Figure 10. Table 2 present seven test cases for various values of b. The
relative velocity before and after impact was recorded and averaged over several seconds. These averages, by v− and
v+, are used in the computation of the coefficient of restitution (Eq. 113). According to this criterion, the system is
stable if ǫ < 1, neutrally stable if ǫ = 1, and unstable otherwise. When b is zero, the system is, as expected, unstable,
as evidenced by the fact that ǫ is greater than one. Incremental increases of the value of b, up to 30-40 Ns/m in the
software, produce stronger damping forces, which results in a decrease of ǫ down to unity. This particular test (in bold
in Table 2) was repeated several times, consistently yielding values of ǫ between between 0.97 and 1. The system
has thus become neutrally stable. Further increasing the coefficient b to 70, 90, and 100 Ns/m, results in a consistent
reduction of ǫ. Comparison with the stability analytical results is done as follows. Using the values for the identified
stiffness, k̂, as given in Table 2, the sample average ¯k and standard deviation σk are computed, yielding 1066 N/m and
118 N/m, respectively. This is consistent with the levels of accuracy of 0.25 N and 1 mm in the force and position
knowledge, respectively. This shows that the experiment was well calibrated. Using the values for the mass (63 kg),
the delay (16 ms), and the three stiffness values ¯k, ¯k±σk, three curves of b vs h are plotted (see Fig. 10). These curves
provide an envelope where one expects to find the experimental critical value for b, for a given delay h. The black dots
represent the experimental data. It appears that the points corresponding to neutral stability (i.e. b at 30 and 40 Ns/m)
lie inside or are close to the critical envelope (in dotted lines). There is thus a good agreement between the tests and
the analysis. These tests also provide a proof-of-concept in 1D of the EPOS hybrid simulator concept of operations.
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Table 2. Tests results for varying values of the damping b
b v− v+ ǫ k̂
[Ns/m] [mm/s] [mm/s] [N/m]
0 21.0 23.4 1.11 977
20 18.5 20.0 1.08 1020
30 18.0 18.0 1.00 975
40 17.5 17.0 0.97 1050
70 20.0 17.0 0.85 1030
90 20.0 15.0 0.75 1040
100 21.0 15.0 0.71 822
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 400
20
40
60
80
100
b 
[N
s/m
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 h [msec]
 
 
1183 N/m
1066 N/m
948 N/m
Figure 10. Experimental validation of the stability analysis. The b vs h curves stem from the analysis. The dots represent test points.
6.2. 3D Test
The objectives of the 3D tests are as follows: 1) to illustrate the feasibility of the concept of operations of the hybrid
EPOS in 3D, 2) to illustrate a methodology for real-time monitoring of the simulator stability that is not model-based
and is easily implementable in 3D.
Figure 11 conceptually shows the EPOS experiment setup for the 3D case within the EPOS facility. The target
hardware element is a conic shape metallic device, which has got the typical dimensions of a 10 Newton thruster
nozzle. That is the type of orbit correction thruster to be found on geostationary satellites. The nozzle-like device is
mounted on the fixtures tool of the target robot. Both the chaser and the target robots are set in motion in these tests.
The software module of the hybrid simulator includes the numerical simulation of the chaser and target satellites, an
estimator of the current relative displacement of the target with respect to the chaser, the computation of a virtual
contact force according to specified damping and stiffness coefficients, and the calibration of the force sensor [35].
The robotics tracking system has a millimeter accuracy and operates at a frequency of 250 Hz. The force sensor
output, after calibration, are corrupted with errors of order 0.25 N for stationary chaser robot, and the force sampling
frequency is 1000 Hz. The satellites have identical masses of 3000 kg, and principal inertias of 500 kg-m2 in each
axis. The compliance device has got a stiffness of 4000 N/m along the probe (k4) and unknown stiffness orthogonal to
the probe. Two tests were performed with two values of the damping coefficient bv. In the first test, no damping was
added to the physical force and torque measurements. In the second test, a virtual torque was added with a damping
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Figure 11. 3D test setup on the DLR EPOS hybrid simulator
coefficient of 40 Ns/m along the z-axis of the chaser body frame.
The trajectory of the probe tip with respect to the nozzle frame is visualized in Fig. 12 for both test cases. The
dotted curve depict the trajectory in the first test (no damping) while the solid curve indicate the probe trajectory in
the second test (40 Ns/m damping). A difference in the trajectory after the first contact can be observed: the virtual
damping compensated for the added energy due to the time delay of the controller that resulted in the probe tip change
of motion after the first contact. All in all, three contacts were observed. The second one took place at the bottom of
the nozzle before the third contact occurred and the back-bouncing probe left the nozzle’s volume.
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Figure 12. Visualization of the probe tip trajectory as seen from the Nozzle frame N. Green line: no damping. Red plot: damping of the z-axis
torque. The red line trajectory is less affected by the first shock than the green line trajectory.
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The upper graphs in Fig. 13 show the time histories of the components in the force and torque, as measured by
the force/torque sensor, during the second test. The force/torque components are produced along the Nozzle frame N.
The lower graphs depict the time histories of the components of the relative velocity and position vectors of the target
and chaser robots, as measured by the robots tracking systems. The components are along the global frame G. The
test started such that the probe would enter the interior of the nozzle, and hit the lateral side first. The initial relative
linear velocity was 15 mm/sec, and the initial rotational velocity was zero.
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Figure 13. Time histories of the force and torque components in the Nozzle frame (upper graphs). Time histories of the relative velocity and
position in the Global frame (lower graphs)
Figure 14 shows the observed energy during the docking test. The left-hand-side graphs correspond to the first test
(no damping) and the right-hand-side graphs correspond to the second test (some damping). The upper graphs show
the energy plots along each separate axes (three for translation and three for rotation), while the lower graphs depict
the total energy values. The upper-left plot shows that the system is active (in rotation about the z-axis of the chaser
frame): this is due to the delay and the absence of damping. The upper-right plot shows that energy dissipation took
place, as observed for the z-axis in rotation, as expected.
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Figure 14. The observed energy with (right plot) and without (left plot) virtual damping
7. Conclusion
This work presented a 2D and 3D analytical and experimental investigation of the stability of the DLR robotics-
based docking simulator EPOS.
The gerneral concept of hybrid docking simulator concept was presented. The hybrid simulator’s concept of oper-
ations implements a virtual/software force (and torque) feedback aside the physical/hardware force (torque) feedback.
A nonlinear state-space model was developed for the concept in 3D and particularized to 2D. A hardware compliance
device was designed to be rigidly attached to the chaser robot flange. Its effective stiffness, along the penetration
direction, was analytically expressed as a function of the springs stiffness and the relative orientation target-chaser. A
time-invariant upper-bound of the resulting scalar expression is conveniently used in the proposed theoretical frame-
work of the stability analysis. The characteristic polynomial could be developed and the pole location method was
applied for stability analysis for the 2D case. Closed form expressions relating the robotics tracking delay with the
system’s parameters - chaser mass and inertia, probe length, nozzle aperture angle, contact surface stiffness, and con-
tact surface damping - were developed. The general stability results were illustrated by a numerical example. They
could be validated by comparison with a nonlinear simulation stability performances. The latter were evaluated using
a coefficient of restitution expressed from the penetration rate. The proposed analysis aims at predicting the stability
of the hybrid simulator and at tuning the required parameters for safe operations.
Experiments were conducted in 1D and 3D. The 1D test results exhibited a very good agreement with the model-
based analysis: the pole location method could satisfactorily predict the domain of stability of the hybrid EPOS
simulator. The 3D test illustrated the feasibility of the hybrid simulator concept of operation: the damping coefficient
could be chosen in a selected axis in order to vary the system passivity. The 3D test also illustrated the energy-based
approach, which is model-free, for real-time monitoring of the system passivity.
Future work will relax the target stationary assumption, revisit the sliding without friction assumption, incorporate
uncertainty and random errors in the design model, develop a linear design model for the 3D case, look for adequate
upper-bounds on the compliance device effective stiffness, exploit a combination of the model-based approach and
the model-free energy approach for check/recover of the hybrid simulator stability, and design an active approach for
online adaptation of the virtual damping for stable and truthful EPOS operations.
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